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 Dr Michael Greger, founder of the wildly well-known site NutritionFacts, takes his
comprehensive, lifesaving science into the kitchen.From the writer of the global bestseller How
NEVER TO Die comes The How NEVER TO Die Cookbook – a lavish, beautifully illustrated
collection of delicious recipes based on the groundbreaking nutritional science of the initial
book. We are able to avoid heart disease, tumor and our additional biggest killers if we use food
as medication, and the How Not To Die Cookbook gives a sustainable and delicious guide to
preparing and eating the foods that may prevent and invert fatal diseases. Why have problems
with disease and ill health when the right food is which can keep you healthful, and without the
unwanted effects of medications?Featuring over 100 easy-to-follow, beautifully photographed
plant-based dishes, with plenty of recipes suitable for vegetarians and vegans, the How NEVER
TO Die Cookbook merges cutting-edge technology with everyday ingredients from the
supermarket to help you as well as your family eat your way to better health and a longer life.
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Innovative cookbook for non meat eaters. When you decide to adopt a plant-based life-style,you
will need to make big changes in your kitchenand pantry. Probably the most useful foods are
likelyto become missing. When you have made the adjustments in your foodpurchases, you may
find which you have forgotten tomake date sugar and umami sauce. Interesting recipes that go
beyond the usual veggie fare.This is sort of a" California cookbook." You mayneed to go if you
don't live near a specialty store. Common sense is normally in this book. The other thing to note
is that, to me at least, thisbook requires a personal chef if not a whole lot ofyour time. I don't find
simple recipes or quick foods,however the book is cautiously created in a collaboration ofmy
favorite food expert and doctor, Dr. Greger, and the achieved writer, Gene Rock. But, say you need
some macaroni andcheese.. Of course, there's nocheese in this recipe for mac pc and cheese.
This cookbook is a wonderful resource for people wanting to eat a vegetable based diet that's
clean and simple. Fascinating recipes for the achieved cook.You should purchase this book, but
be prepared fora new kind of cooking. Fortunately, many ofthe ingredients repeat, which makes
thingseasier. The "how to" of How Not To Die Recieved quickly. So this would make an excellent
gift for anyone, especially those unfamiliar with a whole plant based diet. The one book you have
to be a healthy vegan, ideal for newby vegans This is the best cookbook of my fairly extensive
collection. I eat a whole plant based diet (healthful vegan but unfortunately should be gluten free
of charge). The introduction is exciting and gives compelling evidence for medical benefits of a
plant based diet without being preachy. The introduction also does a great job of summing up
the fundamentals of Dr. Anyone I understand who has this publication, enjoys it. But if youare
rushed for period, are a clumsy prepare, orcan't invest in exotic elements, you willneed to desire
up substitutions orsimplifications. Lots of easy and delicious recipes to follow Plenty of easy and
delicious recipes to follow. We gave it as a gift and it was a huge hit. Here you will need bean-
based macaroni, yourown vegetable broth, nutritional yeast flakes, broccoliflorets, blended
lemon, stone-ground mustard, whitemiso paste, almond butter, and other elements, suchas cut
butternut squash. It's mostly vegan, with a lot to present. The umami sauce was especially
exciting for me - I am vegan for a long time but crave that savory somewhat meaty flavor. Very
few recipes needed to be changed to create them gluten free, so that's an extra bonus. The
variety of simple and delicious dishes for any meal, snack or dessert makes this the one basic
cookbook you merely need. Good plant based diet recipes I made several recipes and they were
good.. Great recipes Great recipes Wasn't For Me I can't give a higher ranking as this was for my
sister because it was recommended to her by her doctor. Many avoid meats, but eat poorly. The
dietary plan focuses more on what we eat rather than what we avoid. THEREFORE I am in a
position to eat mainly plant based foods with and occasional burger or poultry when Personally i
think like it.This diet is easy to follow. I recommend getting the accompanying book to
comprehend the study behind the advantages of a plant based diet. Beautiful cookbook Many
color pictures showing the prepared recipes. The book is new. Best veggie burger recipe I've ever
made. lack refreshing tumeric for grating,white miso paste, hemp hearts, and, smoked paprika.
Pleased I bought it. The recipes in this cookbook are easy to follow and incredibly tasty The
recipes in this cookbook are easy to follow and incredibly tasty. My teenager, spouse and I've all
loved the foodstuffs prepared with this eyesight opening book. Badly packaged!You will put away
a lot of money by not wanting to eat costlymeat, but you are likely to incur a big bill forthe exotic
items recommended in this book. I have bought three copies as gifts. UNFORTUNATLY that one
arrived looking like it got kicked around the warehouse! Common sense is usually in this book.
Just about everyone has .. The concept of consuming more of a plant centered diet is practical
to me. (I love California beyond words). Five Stars THE ONLY COOKBOOK YOU'LL EVER Want.



The publication is well organized and full of gorgeous photography. I liked all the commentary
about the meals facts, and the stunning photos really helps it be encouraging to try!Yes, choose
the book, you will like it. I made the dark bean veggie burgers and adored them. Has great quality
recipes, meal strategy sample and how to shop/stock cabinets Good recipes The recipes include
foods recommended. It isn't necessarily vegetarian because the majority of the vegetarians I
know aren't healthy. We have all been eating an excessive amount of processed food rather than
getting outside enough. Great Book! It begins with several basics that you'll need for most of the
other recipes such as how to make your personal almond milk, veggie broth etc. Greger's
additional book "How Not to Die"..
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